Aptean Event Management
Framework for Encompix ERP
An informational backbone for Encompix ERP
_______
Your organization needs relevant information to quickly intervene and resolve situations before they escalate.
Aptean Event Management Framework (EMF) for Encompix ERP allows your company to build proactive early
warning systems, empowering users to respond to events on the fly. EMF is easily integrated into your existing
business system infrastructure and can be configured to deliver alert notifications over a variety of communication
channels.

Escalate Notifications
– Automated logic and
workflows send notifications
to designated users/business
systems and track their
responses.

Faster, Smarter Decisions –
Role-based messaging and
dashboards deliver relevant
information so you can
make faster, more informed
decisions.

Increase Collaboration
– On the road or in the
office, EMF’s mobile
communications help
users collaborate with their
customers and suppliers.

Manage Risk/Compliance
– Monitor authorizations
and controls to stay in
compliance with regulations,
manage risk, avoid fines, and
expose potential fraud.

Eliminate Constant
Monitoring – With timesensitive event monitoring,
you’ll receive information at
the right time to respond
and make corrections.

Connectivity without
Coding – EMF delivers
benefits quickly by providing
a solution that sits across
your existing systems
without a deep integration.
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Workflow Categories
EMF for Encompix supports up to 50 custom, automated workflows that you can easily build yourself. Below
are just a few examples of the types of workflows you can build with EMF.
•

Exception notifications – Receive alerts when an operation is late, when an item balance goes negative,
and more.

•

Routine activity automation – Automatically send customers notice that invoices are due, send vendors
notice for late materials, and send acknowledgments across the organization for repetitive operational
activities.

•

Ask Encompix – Email Encompix a question from your mobile device to get real-time status for a job,
customer, or vendor.

•

Integration – Build and manage data imports and exports via flat file triggers into other systems within
your organization.

EMF also provides five out-of-the-box workflows, including automated notifications for late jobs, exceeded credit
limits, changes made to job statuses, and more.
The EMF solution is affordable, easy to use, and configurable to meet the needs of your organization. With built-in
alert service objects, templates, and dashboards, the solution requires minimum implementation, configuration,
and training services from Aptean or your IT department. Let EMF for Encompix help keep your business in synch
with your business partners, and minimize the inefficiencies and risks within your business processes.

For more information about EMF for Encompix ERP, contact your Aptean account manager or email us at
info@aptean.com.

Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management,
and compliance solutions. In today’s fast-paced, highly competitive economy, organizations
don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and one-size-fits-all
solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a mission to end those
workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic software, expert support
instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas instead of the status quo.
For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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